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Operational Technology (OT)

Modernisation and digitisation relies on
effective communication, collaboration and
data visualisation
Adapt and overcome business
challenges across:
We are Convergence:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AIRACOM PUSH TO TALK PLATFORM

PROVEN SOFTWARE

Supporting companies across
industries and borders:

CLIENT CHALLENGES

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Backbone for business and mission
critical communications
Near global multi-network coverage
over any 3G, LTE, 5G, WiFi and Satellite
network for ultra-wide-area connectivity to enhance safety and improve efficiency
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Integrate and surface everything
within one technology stack for IT &
OT convergence
• Integrate IoTs, Sensors, Temperature, Proximity, Motion, Vibration,
Pressure, Leak, Level, Humidity, Flow,
Position, Detection
• SIP/VoiP PBX
• Integrate Conferencing Platforms
• Database / CRM / ERP Integrations
• CCTV Integrations

²Does not include set up fees. Additional hardware may be required.

Push to Talk Group Communications
Command & Dispatch Console
Workforce Management Platform
CCTV Surveillance Monitoring
IoT and Sensor Monitoring Platform
Field-Expert Video Streaming Platform
• Android, Windows, iOS, Linux, HarmonyOS Compatible Application

How we do it:

¹Requires separate voice and data plan for 3G, 4G and 5G. No data plan required using WiFi only

•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenging Environments
Compliance and Regulation
Monitoring and Performance
Security and Data Protection
Human and HR Factors
Legacy and Outdated Equipment
Adoption and Change Management
Financial Dependancies
Risks of Unmanaged Technology

We help create industries of the future
with the modernisation of mission-critical group communications and workforce management solutions to prioritise safety, reliability, and availability.

Interface your physical world and digital worlds with connected teams, distributed voice and data services, and
surface real-time information from databases, systems, IoTs and sensors.

Security Prioritisation

Performance Improvement

Many businesses strive for improved
cybersecurity, information confidentiality, integrity and availability. APTT
can be expanded with the highest
standards of security and encryption
for government and defence.

To create efficiencies, you need to
know how you are doing and measure
performance against benchmarks.
Surface data from IoTs to sensors,
CRMs and ERP systems within APTT
to gain an advantage.

Operational Efficiency

Lifecyle Management

Modernise operational efficiencies by
recognising and exploiting cost reduction and improvement opportunities.

Multi-phased approach to planning,
designing and implementation with a
total lifecycle and ecosystem support.

APTT GLOBAL
PUSH TO TALK

WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT

DASHBOARDS
& METRICS

HEALTH, SAFETY
& LOCATION

For private 1-2-1
and group communications for
teams and modern
businesses

Team collaboration
platform to share
critiacal IoT, sensor,
CCTV and databse
information

Accelerate your operations and data
lifecycle from data
capture to insights
and analytics

Protect your teams,
business and your
employees with a
sensible approach
to health and safety

Airacom APTT lets you connect, optimise and automate manual processes,
accelerating digital transformation across your organisation
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Technology Innovation

Connected technologies we embrace
enhancing business-critical operations

Digital transformation through IT/OT convergence.
Evolve to keep up with disruption and go beyond
efficiency

Agile companies embed
intelligence everywhere

Mobile working is transforming businesses and industries globally, with
competitors mounting a challenge for
your customers, disrupting industries
and capturing market share.
Mobile-first strategies combined with
the adoption of powerful computing,
better networking, improved storage
and new IoT technologies drive the
convergence of two operational departments, information technology
(IT) and operational technology (OT),
creating the fourth industrial revolution, or industry 4.0.

To survive and grow, companies
must compete on a technological
front, merging IT and OT to streamline business processes and generate
insights for faster, more reactive decision making.
They must build a more intelligent
and secure business harnessing
cloud storage, artificial intelligence
(AI) and integration of data and IoTs
(sensors) to streamline operations
and generate insights that can be
used to foster innovation and introduce new services.

GROUP COMMUNICATION

UNIFIED MESSAGING

LOCATION SERVICES

SECURITY & ENCRYPTION

API INTEGRATION

CONNECT IOT & SENSORS

AI INTEGRATION

BLOCKCHAIN

31%
Said the volume of security threats had increased
moderately since 2019. (Source: ESG)

END-TO-END ENCRYPTION

53%
Manufacturing companies say that their security
operations workload exceeds existing staff capacity.
(Source: ESG)

12%
•

Information from ESG research insights paper
published October 2020

Expected gains over five years within construc-

•

Ponemon Report for Operational technology

improve efficiency (Source: PwC)

•

Digital factories 2020 shaping the future of
manufacturing, PWC

What concerns many
organisations today
is the loss of integrity
and information to a
competitor

tion utilising IoT and digital technologies to

51%
Email us: sales@airacom.com
Of devices used are highly vulnerable to attack,
according to ponemon report. (Source: Ponemon)
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Outpacing Legacy Platforms
TABLET & SMARTPHONE
1

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Automation to lower costs, improve
productivity and run your business

2

API Platform Integration
Master digital transformation using
Airacom's API to integrate everything

3

Security and Encryption
Advanced multi-layered end-to-end
encryption for police & government

4

IIoT and Sensor Data
IT/OT convergence surface critical data
when it matters across teams

Modernise your legacy systems with an
intelligent platform for company-wide
team collaboration and communications

5

Blockchain for IT and OT
Distributed ledger for secure transmission and storage and data integrity

When your technology is not functioning the way you want or suffers
a security breach, it affects your business reputation and revenue. We
focus on digital transformation, providing unified critical communications and workforce management solutions to companies of all sizes
to increase productivity through collaboration.
APTT Work Manager

Let's Talk
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Let's talk about how we can help your
business. Contact us to learn more

Ready to upgrade your legacy systems? - Or does an increased security
risk concern you? Take advantage of
our consultative approach to digital
transformation.

Android, Windows, iOS, Linux and HarmonyOS Compatible
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Device Compatibility
Airacom APTT works on
most smartphones, tablets,
laptops, PCs and MAC

APTT Push-to-Talk

Push-to-Video Streaming

APTT PUSH-TO-TALK

ENTERPRISE MESSAGING

Ultra-reliable carrier-grade Push-to-Talk platform with high availability and scalability of
up to one million users

Easily share secure and encrypted text
messages, photos, videos and files privately
or across talk-groups for collaboration

NEAR GLOBAL COVERAGE

RAPID DEPLOYMENT

Wide-area multi-network coverage over any
3G, 4G LTE, 5G, WiFi or Satellite IP network
with near global coverage

Highly scalable and flexible, APTT Cloud
can have you operational in hours with
minimal upfront investment

CORE SECURITY & DATA PRIVACY

DISPATCH SOFTWARE

End-to-end encryption, secure authentication, authorisation, data encryption,
transport level security, robust permission
models and security extensions

Allows users to manage and monitor daily
operations with powerful communication,
messaging, location and file features,
including visibility of sensors and IoT

LOCATION TRACKING

LONE WORKER PROTECTION

Track personnel, vehicles and assets with
GPS tracking and dispatch console maps

Proactively monitor and assist workers in
SOS emergency situations

Stream video broadcasts
privately 1-2-1 and 1-2-many
across large groups
Roles and Permissions
Manage hundreds of remote
workers and securely onboard
with GDPR compliance
OS Supported
Supporting most Android, iOS,
Windows, Linux, HarmonyOS
phones and tablets
Desktop Push to Talk
For desk-based operations,
communicate and manage
remote & field workers
Broadcast Capabilities
Make business critical audio
announcements to unlimited
users at the time it matters
Privacy-First Data
A holistic approach to data
privacy based on zero trust
principles and proven data
protection

Unified mission critical group
communications over any 3G, 4G, 5G,

Airacom APTT is a subscriptionbased Push to Talk group communications service, turning smartphones and tablets into effective
walkie-talkies with near-unlimited
coverage.

Extending
two-way
radio over
broadband

WiFi and Satellite IP network

Designed for governments, emergency services, and field workers,
APTT offers the highest level of
end-to-end encryption and security standards, keeping your conversations private and your data
secure.

Optional advanced end-to-end encryption, additional module and costs apply
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APTT How it Works?
APTT mobile application for wide-area, borderless
group communications over any IP network

Connect your workforce across
borders at a touch of a button

Airacom APTT allows you to communicate instantly at a touch of a button with near-global coverage over
any public or private 3G, 4G, 5G, WiFi
or Satellite IP network. Compatible
across Android, iOS, Windows, Linux
and HarmonyOS operating systems.
APTT works on almost any certified
smartphone, tablet, laptop, PC, MAC
and Macbook, allowing you to use devices that meet the requirements of
your business operations for safety,
efficiency and performance.
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Get up and running in hours. Work,
communicate and collaborate across
teams and borders with seamless
one-to-one and group voice, video and
messaging communication. APTT
enables flexibility, security and availability for organisations, enterprises
and governments to meet today's
challenges of a distributed workforce.

Sign into APTT

APTT Home Screen

Push to Talk

Active Mapping Screen

Notification Centre

Push to Message
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Android Auto
Group communication for vehicles. Keep your
eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel

Supported OS
Android Auto and Android
Automotive for vehicles

GROUP COMMUNICATIONS

FLEET MANAGEMENT

Role-based vehicle push to talk group
communication for smartphones,
tablets or directly from the cab via
voice commands using Android auto

Keep track of individual driver’s log
times, driving behaviour, route planning,
delivery schedules and deviations

Traffic Updates

ASSET TRACKING

WAREHOUSE SOLUTIONS

More accurate traffic updates in
real-time to route your drivers

Accurately monitor your shipments and
optimise resource utilisation. Asset
visibility across your entire operation

WiFi and cellular PTT to increase safety,
compliance and communications to
identify and prevent inaccuracies in
shipments

Android Navigation
Benefit from more accurate real
time traffic updates
Updated Mapping
Regular updates with navigation
maps and mapping data

Optimise transportation and logistics
operations with a business-critical
mobile strategy using less human intervention and more automated processes.
APTT fleet management solutions
combine leading group communications and messaging with locationbased services, navigation and integrated smart IoT and sensor analytics
for better fleet management, vehicle
monitoring and workforce safety.
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Android, Windows, iOS, Linux and HarmonyOS Compatible
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MOBILE CLIENT ADD-ON FEATURES

Push-to-Talk Features

CALL RECORDING MODULE

PUSH-TO-VIDEO

TASK MANAGEMENT MODULE

Advanced user and group recording for
voice and video sessions

Video streaming private 1-2-1 and 1-2many group video capabilities

Assign & schedule tasks, automatically
track time and task completion

ADVANCED GPS MODULE

STANDARD GPS MODULE

MAN-DOWN MODULE

GPS standard featurs plus, real-time
location with 5-second updates,
Geofence, GPS route tracker & history

Near real-time user location with
30-second updates. User co-ordinates,
speed direction, date and time stamp

Detect falls or impact and trigger alerts
with advanced AI worker protection

INDOOR & SITE MAPS PACK

SOS STANDARD MODULE

ADVANCED SECURITY PACK

Mapping solutions across multiple
spaces for user location & history

Lone worker protection with SOS button
activation, live GPS location & alerting

Communicate with large talk groups and
users instantly

QUTICK DIGITAL MENU MODULE

WHATSAPP, TELEGRAM MODULE

REALWEAR HEADSET LICENCE

Increase revenues with order & pay.
Customers can communicate with staff
at a push of a button

Integrate WhatsApp or Telegram into
APTT for distributed messaging

Turn your RealWear headset into an
effective walkie talkie with APTT push to
talk for industrial and hazardous areas

IP-PBX INTEGRATION

LAND MOBILE RADIO GATEWAY

@WORK

Connect APTT with many of the worlds
leading IP PBX phone systems

Custom integration with P25, DMR,
TETRA two-way radios

Allows users to stop location tracking
when work finishes for privacyrs instantly

Digital transformation through IT/OT convergence

MOBILE CLIENT - APTT CLOUD STANDARD FEATURES

PUSH-TO-TALK

GROUP BROADCAST CALL

PRIVATE CALL

Audio broadcast private 1-2-1 and 1-2many group communications

Audio and video broadcast to unlimited
users & talk-groups

Make and receive private PTT and video
calls from your APTT contact list

DYNAMIC GROUPS
Simultaneously call or message across
talk groups, users and multi-mode
consoles

PUSH-TO-MESSAGE
Share secure and encrypted messages,
photos, videos and files privately or
across talk groups

SEND FILES
Users can send PDF, MP3, MP4, WAV files
securely and encrypted

NOTIFICATIONS
Notifications to check missed calls,
messages, tasks and critical alerts

CONTACT LISTS
Access your contacts, users and groups
with global contact lists

TALK-GROUP TOGGLE
Toggle and communicate between all talkgroups and users

SECURITY & ENCRYPTION
GDPR data protection standards &
standard end-to-end encryption

NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
Near global wide-area coverage over any
3G, 4G LTE, 5G, WiFi & Satellite

SUPPORTED OS & DEVICES
Android, iOS, Windows, Linux, HarmonyOS
& APTT certified devices

ANDROID AUTO
APTT is designed for the vehicles & the
road supporting Android Auto OS

NETWORK HEARTBEAT
Airacom APTT will automatically switch
between WiFi and Cellular

PRESENCE INDICATOR
Show user status online and offline in
addition to the network connection status

DISPATCH CONNECT
Connect field worker users directly with
dispatch console operators

APTT ALERTS
Provides audio tones and visual
indicators on inbound messages

Near global
coverage
over any 3G,
4G, 5G, WiFi
or Satellite
IP network

AUTO RE-JOIN GROUP CALLS
Users can automatically re-join a group
call that is already in process
WORLDWIDE

¹Requires separate voice and data plan for (3G, 4G or 5G) not supplied, or supplied at an additional cost
²Does not include set up fees. Additional hardware may be required.
‡Push to video available at an additional per user / per month subscription cost
*APTT mobile client licences billed per user / per month, minimum term 12 (twelve) months
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Surface Data
Critical communications require critical data,
analytics and business intelligence across your
technology stack to make informed decisions

Industrial IoT and Sensor Integration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temperature
Humidity
Proximity
Motion
Vibration
Pressure
Leak Detection
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liquid Level
Force Sensors
Circuit Breakers
Speed
Thermal
Operator Controls
Blind Spot

•
•
•
•

Monitoring
Position Sensors
Wireless Sensors
SCADA Integration

CCTV & Identity-Driven Surveillance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forensic analysis of events
AI facial recognition technology
Automation and deep-learning
Real-time computer vision & analysis
Detect threats (human, intruder, fire smoke)
AI Guardman scan for suspicious behaviour
Monitor for safety regulation compliance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oil & Gas
Construction
Logistics
Healthcare
Hospitals
Police
Enterprise

Building Management IoT Integration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smart infrastructure for IT and OT
Reducing operational costs
Optimising staffing schedules
Improving the quality of service
Reducing onsite accidents
Modernisation of legacy systems
Enhancing energy efficiency

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Faster response times
Increase profitability
Reduce labour costs
Increase brand value
Valued workforce
Greater collaboration
Adhere to regulation

Surface CRM, ERP & Database Insights

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Streamline business processes
Surface strategic information
Use AI analytics to model data
Integrate and connect your apps
Use data to make informed decisions
Deliver actionable data company-wide
Create insights, reports & dashboards

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oracle
SAP
Microsoft Dynamics
Salesforce
BizAutomation
Actenum
And many more Apps

www.airacom.com
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Supported OS
Android, iOS, Windows and
Linux operating systems

Workforce Management
Dispatch & Command Console

Push-to-Video Streaming
Stream video broadcasts
privately 1-2-1 and 1-2-many
across large groups

SOS Emergency Mode
Lone worker protection at
a touch of a button with notifications and alerts

DASHBOARDS

MESSAGING

Manage daily operations with powerful
features to communicate with users
and talk groups, mapping, sensors and
IoT data

Instant Push-to-Message, private or
group team-orientated messaging platform to better coordinate teamwork

SURFACE IOT DATA

GROUP COMMUNICATIONS

Collect and surface highly contextual IoT and sensor data across your
business and users to tap into new
revenue streams

Advanced ad hoc talk groups, location
services, messaging and video collaboration capabilities and more

SECURITY

COMMAND SOFTWARE

End-to-end encryption, secure authentication, authorisation, data encryption,
transport level security and more

Manage operations with integrated
readiness. APTT command, dispatch
and workforce management consoles

CRITICAL EVENT GROUPS

VOICE RECORDING

Interact across agencies in critical
events for blue light services

Record, retrieve and playback Push to
Talk calls for action & analysis

Cross-Carrier Compatible
APTT dispatch software work
over any mobile network

Web-Based Dispatching
Dispatch from any internetconnected PC, laptop, MAC or
tablet for portability in the field
Desktop Push to Talk
Manage and monitor remote
and field users directly from
your desk

APTT Work Management Console, reach
your teams from the HQ to the field worker

Speed, high
reliability &
compatibility

Today more than ever, companies require cutting-edge software enabling
their teams to react and respond
quickly to emergency events and preventative maintenance situations.

Optional advanced end-to-end encryption, additional module and costs apply
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APTT workforce management console integrates voice, video and messaging communication with locationbased services and advanced data
integration of IoT's and sensors to
automate processes and distribute
critical information across your organisation.

www.airacom.com
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Integrate infinite IoT solutions and
sensors to make informed decisions

Integrate IoT applications for every industry

Reinvent the way you do business

Rule-Based Data Analytics

Improve Operational Efficiency

Increase efficiency and reliability

Put rules around your data with insights captured from IoT and sensors producing accurate, repeatable
decisions

IoT data analytics improves operational efficiencies across small and
large-scale IoT deployments in any
industry
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Command & Dispatch Console
Surface business-critical information anywhere
within your technology stack, in one platform

Manage User & Asset Location

Surface CCTV & Sensor Data

Real-Time User & Asset Location

Sensor and IoT Data Integration

Mission-Critical 4G, 5G and AI

Gain the insights and intelligence
within your business using real-time
location and analytics for digital
transformation

Collect data from your site in real-time and present information the
way you want across workspaces &
dashboards

User safety relies on innovation
within technology to protect workers from preventable accidents AI
plays a key role

Dashboards
Data visualisation made simple,
surface data-sets in any shape, size
or layout to work effectively

Workspaces
Easily switch between workspaces
to separate work and operational
modes
Android, Windows, iOS, Linux and HarmonyOS Compatible
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CCTV Integration
Everything you need to run a state-of-the-art
video surveillance and command centre

Public Safety
Advanced AI facial recognition
software to protect the public and
businesses
Transportation
APTT supports a range of IP
cameras, webcams, body-worn
cameras and vehicle cameras

INTEGRATED CCTV

VEHICLE DASHCAM

Surface all of your CCTV and remote
IP cameras within one platform
across unlimited users and dashboards

Protect your fleet of commercial vehicles and passengers with in-vehicle
CCTV streaming real-time to your control room

FACIAL RECOGNITION

MULTI-SITE OPERATIONS

Automatically compare faces appearing in video surveillance and still photos
for evidence and operational purposes

Networked surveillance system, view
and control unlimited surveillance cameras across multiple sites

AUTOMATED PROCESSES

BODY WORN CAMERAS

AI paired with CCTV will increase decision-making and automate manual
processes

Designed for frontline workers and
safety APTT intelligent body-worn cameras with streaming live

Critical Infrastructure
Protect critical infrastructure
against crime and terrorist activities, including cyber threats
Intrusion Surveillance
Perimeter intrusion detection,
monitor human activity inside the
building and outside

Digital Evidence
Capture CCTV footage as digital
evidence translating it into
actionable insights

Airacom APTT Secure Cloud Server Deployments
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Airacom Servers

Communication Server
High-performance cloud and on-premise
servers for enterprise and government

Server Flexibility
Global server deployment options
for business of all sizes and
types and locations from small,
enterprise and governments

APTT CLOUD SERVICE

CLIENT CLOUD SERVER

Secure cloud, fully managed on AWS
global infrastructure with redundant
servers, 24x7x365 monitoring and
more

Communications server hosted within
your cloud infrastructure supported by
Airacom

Client & Server Encryption

ON-PREMISE SERVER

GEO-REDUNDANT OPTIONS

Secure cryptographic end to end
encryption, key management and
optional database encryption

APTT communications server within your IT infrastructure managed
by you supported by us with an SLA
agreement

High availability disaster recovery and
failover servers to protect server data
across geographically dispersed sources

PLATFORM SECURITY

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS

Our priority is protecting your sensitive
data and systems using high cybersecurity and end-to-end encryption measures

We are a technology company delivering sustained value for our clients with
service and support wrappers to keep
you on track

PENERTRATION TESTING

GDPR ASSESSMENT

Can your systems survive an attack?
We can run cyberattack simulations
on your system's to discover points of
exploitation

Can't afford a €20m fine? A GDPR assessment will confirm you have the
relevant processes in place to protect
your business

Server Capacity
Supports up to 10K users per
server, and up to 1 million users
across multiple server solutions

Server Configuration
APTT can be designed with high
availability and with no single point
of failure for redundancy

Database Configurations
MySQL, SQL, Maria DB, Oracle DB,
PostgreSQL, SQLite. MongoDB
and more

Management Services
Tailored managed IT support
services covering hardware,
cybersecurity, technical,
maintnenance and system
architectural guidance
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Airacom APTT Server Deployments Cloud and On-Premise
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Console Features
PLATFORM ADD-ON FEATURES

PLATFORM STANDARD FEATURES

CALL RECORDING MODULE

PUSH-TO-VIDEO MODULE

TASK MANAGEMENT MODULE

Make and receive a private push to talk
and push to video calls

Advanced user and group recording for
voice and video sessions. Retrieve and
playback for action & analysis

Video streaming private 1-2-1 and 1-2many group video capabilities

Assign and schedule tasks, automatically
track time and task completion

GPS STANDARD LOCATION MODULE

GPS ADVANCED LOCATION MODULE

MAN-DOWN MODULE

Near real-time user location with
30-second updates. User co-ordinates,
speed direction, date and time stamp

GPS standard featurs plus, real-time
location with 5-second updates,
Geofence, GPS route tracker & history

Detect falls or impact and trigger alerts
with advanced AI worker protection

INDOOR & SITE MAPS MODULE

SOS STANDARD MODULE

ADVANCED SECURITY MODULE

Indoor mapping solutions across your
site for user and asset location & history

Lone worker protection with SOS button
activation, live GPS location & alerting

Communicate with large talk groups and
users instantly

FACIAL RECOGNITION MODULE

THERMAL DETECTION MODULE

VOICE RECOGNITION MODULE

Advanced AI facial recognition and
face detection software for all lighting
conditions for identification

Detect face temperature using thermal
cameras to measure body temperature
for health and safety and COVID-19

Identifying a person based on their voice
with voice recognition and voice detection
software for security and handsfree

IOT - INTERNET OF THINGS

SIP / VOIP PBX INGEGRATIONS

CONFERENCING PLATFORMS

Sensors, temperature, proximity motion,
vibration, pressure, leak, level, humidity,
flow, position, detection.

Cisco, Avaya, Ecrisson, Polycom, Toshiba,
Panasonic, VoiPstudio and more

Zoom, Skype, Teams, Google Meet,
MirrorFly, Twilio, Vonage and more

DATABASE INTEGRATIONS

CRM / ERP INTEGRATIONS

CCTV IP CAMERA INTEGRATIONS

Oracle, IBM, PostgreSQL, MySQL, SQL,
DB2, Microsoft SQL Server and more

SAP, Oracle, Salesforce, Infor, Microsoft
Dynamics, SYSPRO, NetSuite and more

Hikvision, Axis, Dahua, Bosch, Hanwha
Techwin and more

SCADA SYSTEM INTEGRATION

FLEET TELEMATICS INTEGRATION

BUILDING MANAGEMENT INTEGRATION

Custom integrations with supervisory
control & data acquisition systems

Custom integrations with fleet vehicle
and tracking systems

Custom integrations to provide real-time
building data and analytics within APTT

PUSH-TO-TALK

GROUP BROADCAST CALL

PRIVATE CALL

Communicate globally across your entire
organisation from your desk

Audio and video broadcast to unlimited
users and talk-groups

DYNAMIC GROUP CALL

PUSH-TO-MESSAGE

SEND FILES

Simultaneously call or message across talk
groups, users and multi-mode consoles

Enterprise messaging platform for secure
texts, images, files and video

Users can send encrypted PDF, MP3, MP4,
WAV files for team collaboration

NOTIFICATIONS

CONTACT LISTS

TALK-GROUP TOGGLE

Notify users of enterprise events, new
messages and work items

Access your contacts, users and groups
with global contact lists

Toggle and communicate between all talkgroups with permissions

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

SECURITY & ENCRYPTION

SUPPORTED OS & DEVICES

APTT high-performance AWS cloud
servers or maintained on-premise

GDPR data protection standards &
standard end-to-end encryption

Android, iOS, Windows, Linux, HarmonyOS
& APTT certified devices

APTT CLOUD IOT READY

NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

NETWORK HEARTBEAT

Workforce management console IoT
ready. Connect thousands of sensors and
IoT's (licence required)

Cross network compatibility over any 3G,
4G LTE, 5G, WiFi & Satellite IP network

Airacom APTT will automatically switch
between WiFi and Cellular for mobile
dispatch connectivity

APTT WORKSPACES

SHARE WORKSPACE VIEWS

SUPPORTED OS & DEVICES

Create and customise unlimited
workspaces. Display content and apps in
a single pane of glass

Workspaces can be shared with one
or multiple users. Assign permissions,
restrict to view only, or view and edit

Communicate with large talk groups and
users instantly
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PLATFORM INTEGRATIONS
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HQ
Rapid
Connect
Deployment
Console
Kits
Disaster and crisis management solutions
delivered globally within 48 hours

APTT CLOUD SERVICE

Rapid, rugged deployment kits with
APTT Secure Cloud. Fully managed,
with 24/7 support, redundancy, geographic localisation and backup
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RAPID BOX OPTIONS

APTT LICENCE FEATURES

•
•
•
•

Box 1 - X8 Devices + accessories
Box 2 - X16 Devices + accessories
Box 3 - X32 Devices + accessories
Box 4 - X64 Devices + accessories

•
•
•
•

PTT Group Communication
SOS Emergency Alarm Alerts
GPS Location and User Tracking
PTV Push to Video and Streaming

•

All boxes include X1 command
licence

•

X1 Command rugged tablet
provided

HEADSETS

SINGLE & MULTI CHARGING

COMMAND TABLET
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Combining the RealWear HMT-1
within the Airacom
push-to-talk ecosystem

Compatible with Airacom APTT
Stream voice & video in real-time

REALWEAR HMT-1

REALWEAR HMT-1Z1

Rugged Headset

ATEX Zone 1/21, Division 1

Android 9.0

Android 9.0

Experts onsite from your control room

Push to Talk Wearable Headset

Rugged and Intrinsically Safe

Remote Experts on Demand

Fully Integrated with APTT

Turn your RealWear headset in to
an effective walkie talkie with voice

Handsfree wearable computing for
industrial and hazardous area envi-

Reduce the need to send experts,
reduce costs, solve problems

Acelerate the roll-out of connected
work programs from evaluation to
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APTT Certified Hardware
The most comprehensive suite of approved
smartphones, tablets and virtual reality headsets
in the channel

Airacom APTT Certified Devices for Enterprise
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www.airacom.com
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Rugged Devices
Workforce mobility designed tuff, weatherproof and
for operation across demanding environments

Communications equipment for
companies across industries

When the environment is at its worst,
clients require business-critical or
mission-critical communications to
perform at their best. Clients need
both robustness and reliability within
their technology stack to support personnel operating across harsh and
hostile environments.
Airacom empowers both public and
private organisations across industries with end-to-end unified group
communications and rugged smart
mobility, keeping communication
lines open and information flowing
from the field to the office.

APTT has been designed to work on
nearly any rugged smartphone, tablet
or smart PoC radio with Android, iOS,
Windows, or HarmonyOS operating
systems.
Gain greater employee productivity
outside of the office with devices built
stronger and capable of withstanding
harsh environments.
Increase flexibility and equipment upgrade and refresh cycles with intelligent leasing and extended warranty
options with twenty-four-hour device
replacement services.

PM45

A980

A880

Rugged Smartphone

Smart PoC Radio

Smart PoC Radio

PM90

PM30hc Healthcare

PM30

Rugged Smartphone

Rugged Smartphone

Rugged Smartphone

SAME DAY DEVICE
REPLACEMENT SERVICE
Companies operating in London,
UK faulty or damaged devices
can be replaced the same-day
Email us: sales@airacom.com
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Secure business Push to
Talk platform for Retail &
Warehouse teams
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Intrinsically Safe
Smartphones
Smart mobility and data integration for companies
operating across harsh, hostile & hazardous areas
Robust hardware for safe operation
across potentially explosive areas

Airacom 'APTT' delivers expanded
services, increased productivity, and
unified business-critical group communications to outpace your competition and address your most complex
and critical challenges with high availability and georedundant architecture
for cloud or on-premise deployments.
In dangerous environments, safety is
not just a priority; it is a requirement.
Airacom's ecosystem of mobile devices and carrier-grade multi-network
group communications platform for
private one-to-one and group calls
over any 3G, 4G LTE, 5G WiFi, and Satellite IP network delivers ubiquitous
borderless communication.

Oil and energy companies require
innovation without disruption, surfacing real-time data for faster, more
efficient insights boosting efficiency.
Airacom APTT workforce management platform will unify your field and
back-office operations.
Our solutions add value to your operations, workforce safety and assets
with the least effort, expenditure and
time. We help you maximise the flow
of information from the field to the
office, surfacing critical insights from
advanced IoT and Sensor data directly within our dashboard, providing
comprehensive voice, data and video
services for teams.

SMART-EX 02 DZ1

IS530.1

IS330.1 SERIES

ATEX Zone 1/21, Division 1

ATEX Zone 1/21, Division 1

ATEX Zones 1&2, Division 1

SMART-EX 02 DZ2

IS530.2

IS655.2

ATEX Zone 2/22, Division 2

ATEX Zone 2/22, Division 2

ATEX Zone 2/22, Division 2

REPLACE YOUR ATEX
RADIO WITH APTT PUSH
TO TALK
One single multi-purpose device
that can reach all teams with a
single push of a button
Email us: sales@airacom.com
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APTT HIGH AVAILABILITY
HIGH SECURITY PTT
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Hazardous Area Tablets
Critical industries can benefit from IoT connectivity
utlising the latest tablet technology

AEGEX10

XSLATE L10

IS930.2

GETAC ZX70

ATEX Zone 1/21, Division 1

ATEX Zone 2/22, Division 2

ATEX Zone 2/22, Division 2

ATEX Zone 2/22, Division 2

Android 8.1

Android 9.0

Android 10

Windows 10 IoT
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IS930.1

TAB-EX DZ1

ATEX Zone 1/21, Division 1

ATEX Zone 1/21, Division 1

GETAC F110 & F110EX

TAB-EX DZ2

Android 9.0

Android 9.0

ATEX Zone 2/22, Division 2

ATEX Zone 2/21, Division 2

Windows 10 IoT

Android 9.0
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Smith
EVENTJohn
HIRE
COMMUNICATIONS
Critical group communications platform for
global sporting, music and corporate events

AIRACOM PUSH TO TALK PLATFORM

AIRACOM APTT

Smith
RETAILJohn
CRITICAL
COMMUNICATIONS

www.airacom.com
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Get business done anywhere, instant push-to-talk
connecting retail stores to the head office
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John Smith
WAREHOUSE
COMMUNICATIONS
Connected technologies meet digital
transformation enhancing team collaboration

AIRACOM PUSH TO TALK PLATFORM

AIRACOM APTT

John Smith
CONSTRUCTION
COMMUNICATIONS

www.airacom.com
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Replace two-way radios with Airacom push to talk
offering near-national coverage over any IP network
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John Smith
SECURITY
COMMUNICATIONS
Single device platform, remove the need for two-way
radios with Airacom APTT Cloud Push-to-Talk

AIRACOM PUSH TO TALK PLATFORM

AIRACOM APTT

John Smith
TRANSPORT
COMMUNICATIONS

www.airacom.com
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Collaborate across teams and borders with instant
wide-area push-to-talk for modern businesses
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John Smith
AID AGENCY
COMMUNICATIONS
Supporting the critical work of humanitarian aid agencies
worldwide. When a crisis erupts, we are here to assist with
immediate action

AIRACOM PUSH TO TALK PLATFORM

AIRACOM APTT

John Smith
HEALTHCARE
COMMUNICATIONS

www.airacom.com
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Enable healthcare teams to work smarter and more
effectively in the office or remotely
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AIRACOM PUSH TO TALK PLATFORM

General Enquiries

Online Webform

Request a Quote

Tech Support

Contact us for information
about our services:

Complete our web-form and
an expert will reply to you:

Know what you need, send
us an email:

Need some help, raise a support ticket:

UK +44(0) 844 334 9930

airacom.com/contact

sales@airacom.com

support@airacom.com

Airacom Limited

Airacom Regional Office

Airacom Abu Dhabi

Airacom Dubai

3rd Floor

Longwalk 4

203 .2rd Floor, App

610 and Offices G10

Regent Street 207

Stockley Park

Khalifa Street

Al Asmawi Building

3HH London, W1B

1FE Heathrow, London, UB11

Abdullah Al Zarouni Building

Dubai Investment Park

UK

UK

Abu Dhabi, UAE

Dubai, UAE

sales@airacom.com

hellolondon@airacom.com

hellouae@airacom.com

hellouae@airacom.com

Airacom KSA

Airacom Africa Limited

Al Jubail Industrial City 11107

10a Usman Mayaki Street

Eastern Province - 31961

Lekki 1

Jubail

Lagos

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Nigeria

hellojubail@airacom.com

hellolagos@airacom.com

Phone: +44 (0)844 334 9930
Email: sales@airacom.com
Web: www.airacom.com

